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PREFACE

The first version of Ihc interactive comparative display system was programmed at the
International Institutefor AppliedSystemsAnalysis(IIASA, Laxcnburg, Austria) under
the guidance of K. Fcdra. This activity formed part of the 'Regional Water Policies
Project' in the period 1984-85.The system was further developed at the Instituut voor
Cultuurtechniek en Waterhuishouding (now part of the WinandStaringCentre),in the
course of the project 'Water management in regions with conflicting interests'.

SUMMARY

Environmental modeling usually involves large numbers of input and output data,
especially when the modeling is on a regional or national scale. The difficulty of
analyzing these data can then become a serious problem in itself and thereby an
impediment to the effectiveness and success of a modeling effort. The interactive
comparative display system (ICDS) provides a means for tackling this problem.
Once it has been implemented for a certain model (which is relatively straightforward
to achieve), the menu-driven user-interface makes it very easy to select a subset of
data and display them on a color monitor. Display of data is either in the form of
colorings of subunits on a schematized map, or in the form of a pie or bar chart.
ICDS can be implemented on a configuration involving a host computer, a video terminal and a color monitor connected to the printer port of the terminal. Preferable is,
however, to implement it on a workstation with the screen divided into two separate
windows: one for handling the interaction with the user and one for the graphics.
The interface between ICDS and the source of data (models, data bases) is in the form
of files on disk. These files are structured in such a manner that a hierarchical database technique can be used for the retrieval of data. This makes it possible to implement ICDS with very many topics and subtopics without the danger of the user becoming confused. There can be a whole scries of numbered files containing scenario
data, each structured in the same way.
The same hierarchy is used for selecting a topic for coloring the subunits on the map
and for selecting a topic to be displayed in a bar or pie chart. For doing the latter the
user can simply choose 'all of the subtopics' at a certain level in the hierarchy. The
user has then also to specify for which of the subunits (or for 'whole area') such a
chart should be plotted.
It is also possible to let ICDS 'loop' through a certain level in the hierarchy. This can
be especially illustrative if the 'subtopics' that are looped through consist of time
levels.
The chosen layout of the color monitor makes possible the comparative analysis of
data: twin displays mobilize the excellent human capability of visually comparing two
objects. The (twin) maps of spatial subunits are projected in the central part of the
color monitor, the charts to the left and right of the maps. The duplication feature can
be used in two different ways:
- for comparing two different aspects of a certain scenario;
- for comparing the same aspect of two different scenarios.
Because the software-package CA-DISSPLA (Computer Associates, 1989) has been
used for the basic graphical functions ICDS can be run on nearly all types of graphical output devices. A special version of ICDS is available for making plot-files in a
universal format. These plot-files can be further processed (e.g. with cut-and-pastc
procedures) using CA-DISSPLA-subroutines. A number of auxiliary programs arc available, e.g. a program for computing the differences between two scenarios and a program for extracting digitized data from ARC/INFO (ESRI, 1986).

1 INTRODUCTION

Environmental modeling usually involves large numbers of input and output data, especially when the modeling is on a regional or national scale. The difficulty of analyzing
these data can then become a serious problem in itself and thereby an impediment to
the effectiveness and success of a modeling effort. The role that interactive computer
technology can play in tackling this problem has been put forward by for instance
Fedra & Loucks (1985). In recent years various commercial geographical information
systems have become available that can be linked to regional simulation models. An
example of such a system is ARC/INFO (ESRI, 1986). For extracting basic input data
(digitization of topographic information, schematizalion into subunits through the
making of overlays, etc.) such systems arc well suited. However, their use for
interactive presentation graphics has several drawbacks (Fürst, 1990):
- the slow response times due to the ballast caused by all the provisions that such
codes have to make for keeping all their options open, most of which do not get
used at all for interactive graphics;
- the fact that such codes arc not user-friendly of themselves; the user-friendliness has
to 'be put in' by the application programmer; in this sense such codes arc often no
better than a software library of graphical subroutines;
- the high cost of software licenses (for a workstation higher than the hardware).
The system presented here was developed in the course of a number of projects involving environmental modeling (e.g. Drent, 1989; Kroes et al., 1990; Van Walsum,
1990).
In the next chapter an outline of ICDS is given. The reader may, however, prefer to
proceed first to Annex 1, which contains an example of an interactive session. Chapter 3 contains some conclusive remarks. In Annex 2 descriptions arc given of the
various input files that arc required for implementing the system. Annex 3 contains
additional information that can be of use when implementing the system for the first
time in a certain hardware/software environment, followed by information about the
special version of ICDS for making plot-files and about auxiliary programs that are
available (e.g. a program for extracting digitized map data from ARC/INFO).
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DISPLAY SYSTEM

2.1 Overview
The hardware configuration required ('or implementing ICDS is shown in Fig. 1. More
information concerning the required hardware for implementing the system is given in
Annex 3.
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Fig. 1 Configuration.The arrowsindicatethe flow of instructions andinformation.
Implementationis alsopossibleon a workstation, using twoseparatewindowsfor
handling the interactionwiththe user (insteadof the videoterminal)andfor displaying the graphics(insteadof the color monitor).
The interface between ICDS and the source of' data (models, data bases) is in the form
of files on disk. These files arc structured in such a manner that a hierarchical data
base technique can be used for the retrieval of data. This makes it possible to implement ICDS with very many topics and subtopics without the danger of the user becoming confused. There can be a whole series of numbered files containing scenario
data, each structured in the same way.
Display of data is cither in the form of colorings of subunils on a schematized map, or
in the form of a pic or bar chart. The chosen layout of the color monitor (or graphics
window on a workstation) makes possible the comparative analysis of data: twin displays mobilize the excellent human capability of visually comparing two objects. The
(twin) maps of spatial subunits arc projected in the central pari of the color monitor,
the charts to the left and right of the maps. The duplication feature can be used in two
different ways:
- for comparing two different aspects of a certain scenario;
- for comparing the same aspect of two different scenarios.

2.2 Interaction with the user
All the dialogue between the user and ICDS takes place through the use of menus
from which the user must make a choice by typing a code number. Once the user has
become acquainted with the basic ideas of the system, no manuals or whatever are
needed for operating it: all the specific information that the user needs for operating it
13

is presented to him,including information on 'where he is' in the system. Furthermore,
ICDS hasbeen safe-guarded against erroneously typed entries.
The interaction of the user with ICDS lakes place at different hierarchical levels.The
user enters the system at the so-called mode control level. At that level the main oplion switch is theoneforsingle/double mode. In single mode data from only onescenario arcdisplayed at a lime. In this mode ICDS is used for displaying two different
aspects of the same scenario. In double mode the system is used for displaying the
same aspect of two different scenarios. Selection of a scenario also takes place at
mode control level. It is done by entering a scenario number after paging through a
list of one-line characterizations that arc contained in the first records of the files with
the scenario data.
After the user has finished interacting at mode control level, thefirst-level menu is
accessed. Here the user is presented with the 'main divisions' of the hierarchy of
topics for which data arc available. The hierarchies that ICDS canbe implemented
with have been limited to a certain subset of all possible hierarchies; the imposed
limitations have advantages in terms of efficiency of program coding, compactness of
hierarchy representation in an input file, and uscr-fricndlincss. An example illustrating
the type of hierarchy that the system canbe implemented with is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Exampleofa topicshierarchyfor organizingthedatathat are available ina (numbered) file ondisk (adaptedfrom Kroesetal., 1990).N isthetotalnumberofsubunits ('districts')ontheschematized map.
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ICDS can only bc implemented wilh hierarchies that have:
- three or four levels of branching;
- identical third-level branchings of a certain first-level branch (sec the repetition of
'District total', 'District mean', etc. in the 'P-dischargc' branch of Fig. 2);
- identical branching at all bottom-level branching nodes in the form of the N indexvalues of the subunils on the map, followed by 'Whole area'.
If, proceeding down from the first to the third level, the user has each time selected a
single (sub)topic, this then gels displayed in the form of colorings of subunils on the
map. It is, however, for the user also possible to cither at the second or ihc third level
choose 'all of the (sub)lopics', which then get displayed in a bar or pic chart. For this
to actually take place, a choice must however first be made al ihcfourth level. This
choice is necessary because it is not possible to show charts for all of the subunils at
the same lime.
An additional option that the user can choose from at the third level is that he can let
ICDS successively loop through the subtopics that arc on the list. This can be especially illustrative if these 'subtopics' arc a sequence of time levels. (The data can for
instance have been obtained from running a simulation model and writing the results to
a file al the end of each time interval.)
If ihc system is in single mode, the user may want to modify the sideof the color
monitor that he is working on. This modification lakes place at any level from the
first-level menu down to the third-level menu. When the system is in double mode ihc
data of the two selected scenarios arc shown on the left- and therighl-handside of the
monitor without any further intervention of the user being required.
Prior to plotting of data on the color monitor, the user is asked whether he wants ihc
data in absolutevaluesor in relativevalues. The relative values arc obtained by dividing the absolute ones by ihc area of a subunil. Some types of data arc by virtue of
their nature already in a relative form, e.g. a water balance term in 'mm'. In such a
case the data arc immediately prcsenlcd in their default form.

2.3 Graphical display
The legend that is used for translating data lo colorings on the map can cither be
specified in a 111con disk or be derived automatically by the system. For automatic
derivation there arc two options. The legend classes can be derived from the frequency
distribution, leading to classes that each have nearly the same amount of data in them.
Alternatively, the legend classes can simply be derived by dividing the difference
between the lowest and the highest value into a number of equalintervals. A provision
that works independently of the way the legend is specified is the use of a special
type of hatching (or blank area) for representing 'non-existent' data, e.g. the évapotranspiration of grassland in a subunit where there is no grassland.
In order lo provide context information, various types of background features can be
plotted in and around the schematized map of subunils. This can not lo be done interactively, however. Neither is it possible lo interactively modify the map of subunils.
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Fig.3 Example ofa displaybuiltupinsinglemode(adaptedfrom Kroesetal.,1990). In the
boxesat thetopofthedisplaythe menu-choices are listedthathavebeenmadeatthe
differenthierarchical levelsofthesystem(cf.Fig.2).Themapontheleft-hand side
showsfor the Netherlands the computed discharge ofphosphorus tosurface water
through subsurface drainage, intermsofthe 'District mean'.('District' is usedfor
depicting thetypeofsubunits thatthe Netherlands has beendividedintofor the socalledPAWN-study.) Inthebarcharton theleft-hand side thephosporus discharge
(i.e.emission) isshownintermsoftotalsfor the whole country, for the three hydrological pathways runoff, drainage andleakage. Inthemapontheright-hand side the
drainage tosurfacewaterisshown,andinthepiechartthe various totalized terms of
the waterbalance. Thepiecharthas beenconceived insucha mannerthatthe incomingtermsofthe waterbalance areintheleft-hand halfofthepie, andthe outgoing termsintheright-hand half.
In Fig. 3 an example is given of a display built up in single mode, followed by a display in double mode in Fig. 4.

2.4 Software implementation
Because the software-package CA-DISSPLA (Computer Associates, 1989) has been
used for the basic graphical functions, the system can be run on nearly all types of
graphical output devices. More information about the used software is given in
Annex 3.
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Fig. 4 Example ofa display built upindouble mode (adaptedfromKroes etal., 1990). The
displayed menu items areidentical totheones ontheleft-hand side ofthe display
given inFig. 3.A comparison isgiven of thesituation before andafter certain measuresfor environmental protection.
Implementation of the system requires the preparation of a number of input files.
These files are documented in Annex 2. Not all of these files are mandatory - many
them are optional. The non-optional files pertain to:
- the texts of the topics hierarchy of scenario data;
- the units of the scenario data;
- the specifications of thefill-patterns(for the coloring of the map);
- the coordinates of the boundaries of the subunits on the schematized map;
- files containing scenario data (minimum of onefile).
A special version of ICDS is available for making plot-files in a universal format.
These plot-files can be further processed with cut-and-paste procedures using
CA-DISSPLA-subroutines. This makes it possible to reshape the plots in order to meet
specific editorial requirements. Auxiliary software is available for computing the
difference between two scenarios and for extracting digitized data from ARC/INFO
(Annex 3).
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